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INTRODUCTION



INTRODUCTION
In this guide, we’ll show you how to properly engage with your social audience to increase your 
engagement rates, grow your fan base, and practice quality customer service.  

When you’re finished with this guide, you’ll have a game plan to properly listen, engage, and react to your 
social audience. 

Sparing just 30 minutes a day to engage with your audience can radically increase your social presence 
and help you gain loyal customers who’ll love your brand!

Let’s get started!
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ENGAGE… AND OFTEN



“73% of all people say customer 
experience is an important factor 

in their purchasing decisions.”
PWC Customer Service Survey

INTRODUCTION
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ENGAGE… AND OFTEN! 
It’s important to engage (and often!) with your current customers and potential ones as well. 

Engaging with users shows people that you’re a real brand and that you care about your audience on a 
personal level - you want their business, and it shows. 

It’s a compounding strategy to gain more customers as well: social channels favor posts that have more 
likes, comments, and shares.

So, more people will end up seeing your brand by virtue and how well you interact with others.
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3-POINT
ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY



3-POINT
ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY

2. Engage
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3. Interact1. Listen



BREAKDOWN

3-POINT ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY

In detail, that’s - 

1. LISTEN to what people are saying and analyze (social listening)
2. ENGAGE with all comments received, positive and negative (customer service)
3. INTERACT with like-minded hashtags and accounts on Instagram (reaching new audiences)

In this guide, we’re going to show you how to - 

● Respond to people in a way that builds your community
● React to positive and negative comments the right way... AKA stop haters in their tracks
● Listen to your social audience so you can discover the hidden places people are talking about you
● Embed your brand name in people's hearts and minds!
● Interact with the three main groups of Instagram content (‘cause three is SO much better than just one)
● ....and so much more

Let’s dive in!
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“84% of shoppers review at least 
one social media site before 

purchasing, so it makes sense to 
sell where they’re going to 

research.” 
Big Commerce
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3-POINT ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY



STEP 1: LISTEN
(social listening)



1. YOUR PLATFORMS

STEP 1: LISTEN (social listening)

There are two core platforms to monitor for trends, 
ever-changing language, memes, and so on...

1. The web (Google, Bing, & additional search 
engines)

2. All social media channels 
a. Facebook
b. Instagram
c. Twitter
d. TikTok
e. Pinterest
f. LinkedIn, etc.

+ any additional channels relevant to your 
brand’s specific industry.
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2. ACTIVATE GOOGLE ALERTS
First, set up Google Alerts for your brand’s main 
keywords and search terms.

That way, you can be sure to catch any articles 
or mentions of your brand on the web.

PR hits and blog mentions are great pieces of 
content to share on your brand’s Facebook 
and/or LinkedIn.

Utilize other folks’ quality content that speaks 
on your brand and share with your own 
followers (with appropriate credit!) to keep them 
interested, engaged, and build some CLOUT!
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STEP 1: LISTEN (social listening)



● Make a list of the top 3 places people are talking about your brand - 

● These will be the platforms you’ll want to devote the most resources and content to:

3. SUMMARIZE FINDINGS + STRATEGIZE
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STEP 1: LISTEN (social listening)



STEP 2: ENGAGE
(customer service)



SLOW/HIGH SEASONS
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STEP 2: ENGAGE (customer service)

Most brands have slow and high seasons throughout the year 
where they see dips and increases in their sales.

For example, a sunscreen brand's high season is in the spring 
and summer months. 

For a brand that sells winter coats, their high season will be 
in the fall and winter months.

We’ve given you suggestions on how much time you should 
be spending during your slow season versus high season.



1. ENGAGING WITH POSITIVE COMMENTS 
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[We included an easy-to-follow engagement table later on in this guide - stay tuned!]

SLOW SEASON:
Up to 5 Minutes Per Day
HIGH SEASON:
Up to 30 Minutes Per Day

Here are some quick engagement tips - 
 
● Respond to positive comments! 

○ It’s incredibly important to respond to EVERY comment with another comment to help with the 
Instagram algorithm 

○ If customer service receives a kind email from a customer - you wouldn’t just ignore it, would 
you?! 

● It’s important to acknowledge the customer and engage with them to build brand loyalty

STEP 2: ENGAGE (customer service)



1. ENGAGING WITH POSITIVE COMMENTS 
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Step 1: 

● “Like” or “Love” the positive comment
○ Optional: It can be part of your strategy to "like" or "love" all positive comments RIGHT AFTER 

your next post goes live - that way, people get a notification from you and potentially visit your 
page and see your new content posted and can engage with that one, too.

Step 2: 

● Keep it short and sweet
● Use the customer’s name in the comment if it makes sense
● Use emojis (hearts or smiley faces) if there’s not much to say

Step 3: 

● If the customer replies to your comment, only respond back if they have a question
● You can ignore the “thank yous” that come in

STEP 2: ENGAGE (customer service)



2. SAVE TESTIMONIALS
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Next, make sure that whoever is handling your social media is taking note of all positive comments and mentions.

● Every time your brand is mentioned, get in the habit of saving all positive comments and posts
○ These can simply be stored as screenshots in a Google Sheet or Doc (example below)
○ Instagram also makes this very easy with their “Save” feature

Use these across your marketing materials. Nothing moves a customer to purchase faster than word-of-mouth 
recommendations and five-star reviews!

STEP 2: ENGAGE (customer service)
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You’re going to get negative comments on your 
social posts, it just comes with the territory. 
Publishing social content can bring out the trolls. 

But don’t despair, here’s a plan to handle any 
negative comment you may receive.

Step 1: 

● Decide if it’s a comment that warrants a 
response or simply a “troll”

● A comment that warrants a response would 
be something like a customer service issue
○ Example: “I ordered my product 2 weeks 

ago, and it still hasn’t arrived.”

3. ENGAGING WITH NEGATIVE COMMENTS 

Example of a comment that warrants a response 
because it gives the opportunity to educate.

STEP 2: ENGAGE (customer service)
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Step 2: 

● A “troll” comment will look more like this, “Dang that person could use a shower.”
● If you’ve decided this is simply a “troll” comment, delete the comment and even ban the user if they 

continue to comment or their comment was extremely spammy or profane 
● The sooner you act, the better
● Limit the amount of time that kind of negativity is featured on your page or posts as well as the 

eyeballs on the comment by being quick to delete

3. ENGAGING WITH NEGATIVE COMMENTS 

Example of a comment 
that doesn’t  warrant a 

response.

STEP 2: ENGAGE (customer service)
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If the comment is a customer service issue, or warrants a response, reply with something like: 

This does two things: 

1) Shows the user, and others who see the post, that you care and take customer service seriously

2) Brings the user off the social platform and directs others straight to customer service where their problem can be 
resolved, instead of posting online about the issue

3. ENGAGING WITH NEGATIVE COMMENTS 

“[NAME], we’re sorry about this. We’ve just DM’d you so we can get this fixed!” 

OR

“[NAME], we’re sorry about this. Please email support@yourbrand.com so we can get this 
fixed.”

STEP 2: ENGAGE (customer service)



STEP 3: INTERACT
(reaching new audiences)
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STEP 3: INTERACT (reaching new audiences)

SLOW SEASON:
5 minutes, 2-3 Times a Week
HIGH SEASON:
15 Minutes, 2-3 Times a Week

● Decide on 1-2 branded hashtags
○ Head into these branded hashtags and engage positively with 

the folks who utilized your brand hashtags - these are true 
brand advocates!

● The first branded hashtag should be your brand’s name or an easier to 
consume version of your brand’s name
○ #BRANDNAME

● If you choose to have a second, the second branded hashtag should 
encompass your brand’s tagline or mission
○ #BRANDSLOGAN or #BRANDMISSION

1. INTERACTING WITH BRAND-SPECIFIC HASHTAGS
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● Example: For Mother-in-Law’s Kimchi, the team decided on 
the following brand hashtags -

○ #MILkimchi 
■ Because the name Mother-in-Law’s Kimchi is a 

bit lengthy, we used an abbreviated, or easier to 
consume, version of the brand name

○ #culture4all 
■ Mother-in-Law’s mission is to bring Korean 

foods and flavors to the masses, so we chose this 
hashtag to embody that mission

■ Plus, we focused on educating on the probiotic 
nature of kimchi in our content, so we felt 
culture also embodied the "probiotic cultures" of 
their kimchi!

1. INTERACTING WITH BRAND-SPECIFIC HASHTAGS

STEP 3: INTERACT (reaching new audiences)
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● Head to Instagram’s “Search” function and type in your brand-specific hashtags (like the examples 
from the last slide, “#culture4all”) one at a time

● Like the post and comment with something appropriate and authentic:
○ Example 1: “Crimson is such a great color on you!” 
○ Example 2: “We’re big fans of this soda, too. What’s your favorite flavor??”

● Try using the person’s name in the comment to make a connection and build brand loyalty

● Use your brand hashtags in all of your Instagram posts - preferably at the end of your copy

● Soon your fans and others will start using these same hashtags when talking about your brand

● Ideally, your mission-based hashtag will catch fire and a community will be built around it

1. INTERACTING WITH BRAND-SPECIFIC HASHTAGS

STEP 3: INTERACT (reaching new audiences)
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1. INTERACTING WITH BRAND-SPECIFIC HASHTAGS

● Spend 5-15 minutes a day (dependant on usage), engaging with brand-specific hashtags
○ Here, the brand account is engaging with user-generated content + recipe posts - it’s the 

easiest thing in the world to compliment someone’s cooking from behind your Black 
Mirror (especially when they’re supporting your brand), so why not do it?!

STEP 3: INTERACT (reaching new audiences)
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2. INTERACTING WITH YOUR DEMOGRAPHIC
SLOW SEASON: 
Up to 15 Minutes Per Day
HIGH SEASON: 
Up to 30 Minutes Per Day

● Choose your top 3-5 brand specific hashtags - they should have at least 
10K hashtag uses
○ Is your brand paleo friendly? Head into #paleodinner

● Option: head into a competitor's account and see what top hashtags 
they’re using - jump into those hashtags and get engaging

● List out 3 hashtags specific to your brand + target demographic to start:

STEP 3: INTERACT (reaching new audiences)



● Scroll through all the recent posts that include these hashtags 
● See a good post? Head to that person's profile and engage with multiple pieces of content
● Remember to read captions and engage intentionally, don’t just like as many photos as possible
● Be cautious and never engage with inappropriate content and/or any content that promotes a 

competitor brand
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2. INTERACTING WITH YOUR DEMOGRAPHIC

STEP 3: INTERACT (reaching new audiences)
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3. INTERACTING WITH YOUR DEMOGRAPHIC
● You should also interact with hashtags that coincide with your most recent post 

○ Example: You just posted a photo of spaghetti on your feed - visit #pastalovers and engage 
with that content so that the first thing a #pastalover poster sees when they visit your page is 
pasta! 

○ A quick Google search will also give you a list of hashtags relevant to a specific product

STEP 3: INTERACT (reaching new audiences)



● Spend at least 15 minutes a day (or whenever you have free time) engaging with these potential 
customers
○ This puts your brand out there in front of your target audience and will get your brand 

more eyeballs
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3. INTERACTING WITH YOUR DEMOGRAPHIC

STEP 3: INTERACT (reaching new audiences)
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4. INTERACTING WITH LIKE-MINDED BRANDS/INFLUENCERS

SLOW SEASON: 
Up to 5 Minutes, 2-3 Times Per Week
HIGH SEASON: 
Up to 15 Minutes, 2-3 Times Per Week

● Think of brands that you’d like to emulate in your 
niche (not your direct competitors). If you can’t think 
of 4, here’s how to find more - 
○ Go to Instagram and search for a brand that 

you admire
○ Touch the down arrow in the upper right hand 

corner of their profile, under “following”
○ Instagram will then show “Suggestions for 

You” - more accounts that are similar, that you 
should follow

○ Follow all the brands you admire!

STEP 3: INTERACT (reaching new audiences)
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● These accounts will now appear in your feed - for inspiration, future giveaway collaborations, 
and so on!

● Like and comment on their posts when appropriate! 

● This should only relate to the content posted and not emulate a sales pitch.

● Example of what not to do: “If you like this, you’d LOVE [YOURBRAND]! Check us out at 
@YOURBRANDhandle.”

● Example of what you should do: “What a beautiful image! Such a great message.” 

● You never know who will see your comment and click through to our page.

4. INTERACTING WITH LIKE-MINDED BRANDS/INFLUENCERS

STEP 3: INTERACT (reaching new audiences)
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● Choose 4 like-minded brands that align with your brand and follow them:

4. INTERACTING WITH LIKE-MINDED BRANDS/INFLUENCERS

STEP 3: INTERACT (reaching new audiences)
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● We all understand the power of influencers! 

● A brand could multiply their sales by 100 if the right 
influencer mentions them on their feed.

● Engaging with influencers is essential to introducing 
them to your brand.

● Find appropriate influencers in your niche - follow them 
and engage with their content often
○ Example: A vegetarian influencer is NOT going to 

want a meat brand engaging with them on social 
media

● Essentially, find folks that you’d LOVE to feature your 
brand! (Who resemble your customer avatar!) @wellandworthylife + @nutrisuits

4. INTERACTING WITH LIKE-MINDED BRANDS/INFLUENCERS

STEP 3: INTERACT (reaching new audiences)
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● List out 6 influencers that you’d like to feature your brand + follow them!

To search other brands and 
influencers that share similar 

audiences

Simply go to “Search” and 
without typing anything in 

Scroll through the featured 
“Search” content and engage 

when applicable!

STEP 3: INTERACT (reaching new audiences)

4. INTERACTING WITH LIKE-MINDED BRANDS/INFLUENCERS



ENGAGEMENT
TIMETABLE

Save + print out the following slide for reference!



ACTION TIME SPENT 
ORDER OF 

IMPORTANCE 

Engage with - 
POSITIVE + NEGATIVE 
COMMENTS ACROSS ALL 
SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS

SLOW SEASON:
Up to 5 Minutes Per Day

HIGH SEASON:
Up to 30 Minutes - 1 Hour Per Day 1

Interact with - 
INSTAGRAM HASHTAGS
SPECIFIC TO YOUR BRAND 

SLOW SEASON: 
Up to 5 Minutes, 2-3 Times Per Week

HIGH SEASON: 
Up to 15 Minutes, 2-3 Times Per Week 2

Interact with - 
INSTAGRAM HASHTAGS 
SPECIFIC
TO YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE

SLOW SEASON: 
Up to 15 Minutes Per Day

HIGH SEASON:
Up to 30 Minutes Per Day 3

Interact with - 
LIKE-MINDED BRANDS
& INFLUENCERS

SLOW SEASON:
Up to 5 Minutes, 2-3 Times Per Week

HIGH SEASON:
Up to 15 Minutes, 2-3 Times Per Week 4
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NOW YOU’RE READY TO START 
ENGAGING!



We hope you found this guide helpful and are able to use it to grow your own brand.

Remember, all it takes is about 30 minutes a day to help build your social following!

Questions?? We’d love to answer ‘em! 
Shoot us an email here: hello@umaimarketing.com 

FREE marketing inspiration: CORE 3 Facebook group
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AND, THAT’S IT!

mailto:hello@umaimarketing.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/core3inspiration/

